
HR Manager (m/f/d)

Drop in.

All the incredible people here at waterdrop® (www.waterdrop.com) have been shaking up the beverage
industry with our innovative microdrinks, encouraging people around the world to drink more water in an
enjoyable, healthy and more sustainable way. We are very proud of the amount of plastic bottles, carbon
emissions and sugar content that we save everyday. Our rapid growth has resulted in well over 1 Million satisfied
customers, 18+ waterdrop® stores, a number of loyal corporate customers and a listing in over 4,000 retail
markets. And now we need YOU to help us find the best talents on the market and get them on board.

A passionate and ambitious HR Manager (m/f/d) specialised in hiring top talents!

If you want to become a part of our success story, we have the right challenge for you! We are an international
and incredibly dynamic team who always find a good reason to drink.

Your responsibilities at waterdrop®

As an HR Manager (m/f/d) you take over full responsibility for attracting, hiring and onboarding new team
members for your assigned departments in close collaboration with the leadership team
You work closely with the leadership team to define qualification profiles and specify open positions
You take full responsibility to fill open positions and manage the whole interviewing and decision making
process 
You directly approach potential candidates over linkedin and other social networks
You take care of administrative tasks and upcoming labour law questions for your assigned departments



You work on all kind of special HR projects eg employer branding, administration, teambuilding, that move
our company forward and bring HR to the next level
You actively shape our company culture and inspire people with your positive and goal-oriented nature
day by day

Your strengths and qualifications:

You have a minimum of 3 years experience in HR in a renowned company with a focus on hiring top
talents from all over the world
You have successfully graduated from a business school with a focus on human resources or marketing
You have an international background, having lived and worked in different countries 
You are very goal oriented and like to set yourself ambitious targets
You are highly amibitous and motivated to take part in building Europe's most attractive employer 
You are communicating fluently in English and German, further languages are a plus

What we offer:

A high level of responsibility from day one, working in a creative, international, dynamic working
environment
Attractive compensation packages and career opportunities in one of Europe’s most successful e-
commerce companies
A very positive atmosphere, flat hierarchies and respectful interaction is what we all enjoy here at
waterdrop
A modern and well-equipped office in the heart of Vienna
A cool team that loves to be active and celebrate together

Wanna drop in & take off? Just send your application documents in English or German through the application
link.

http://https//www.waterdrop.de/pages/jobs
http://https//www.waterdrop.de/pages/jobs


HR Manager (m/f/d)

Additional information

Location Vienna

Position type Full-time employee

Start of work Jul 1, 2021

Responsible
Sandra Werber


